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MMC Wraps Up
Successful United Way
Campaign
Employees again showed their commitment to the
community by supporting the annual United Way
campaign, as MMC is poised to exceed our goal of
raising $275,000.

Special recognition goes to Environmental
Services, Nutrition Services, and the Scarborough
Surgery Center, which reached the highest
participation levels the most quickly.

“We’re still tallying the final batch of pledge cards,
but I’m very pleased to say that we’re on track to
exceed our goal,” says Abby Greenfield, co-chair
of this year’s campaign. “It shows that our staff and
leaders understand the important role United Way
plays in the lives of our friends and neighbors,
and generously lent their support to help continue
this work.”

Thank you to all the team captains, including
Michael Gibbs, MD, Chief of Emergency Medicine,
who served as our physician champion.

Highlights of this year’s campaign
include:
■

■

■

■

“The biggest thank you goes out to all of the
employees who helped us reach our goal this year
by donating either money or PTO time,” says
campaign co-chair Steve Hobart. “In addition to
helping our community, the campaign shows that
working together, we can accomplish great things,
and the campaign team is grateful for everyone’s
support.”

The formalization of Departmental Team Captains
from each area helped bring the campaign to each
area.
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An online auction in Information Services and a
silent auction in Human Resources both raised funds
and increased awareness — and brought fresh 		
energy to the campaign.
Cookies were popular as the East Tower
organized a baking contest while staff on the 		
Scarborough Campus held a bake sale.

■

Chili Challenge - Andrew Buck and Alex Otis, both
of Nutrition Services, won top prize in the second
annual Chili Contest. Their delicious, winning
recipe was offered in cafeterias on December 14.

■

Special incentives for first time donors and those
who increased their pledges helped grow participation.
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President’s Message
You Make It Happen 24/7
Another year is coming to
a close, and like many of
you, I wonder where 2010
went. It seems like yesterday
we sang Auld Lang Sign to
welcome the new year.
Since then, we’ve opened
a simulation center,
inducted the second class into our medical
school, vaccinated thousands at a free, public flu
vaccine clinic, and began transitioning Maine
Medical Partners from a subsidiary organization
to a department of MMC. I could go on and on
with the accomplishments of the last year, but the
What’s Happening editors tell me my allotted space
is limited to a page.
It’s said that time seems to move faster when you’re
busy and having fun, and for me, working at Maine
Medical Center means both.

Each year, nearly 350,000 fellow
members of our community come
to us with ailments ranging from
broken hips and pneumonia, to
heart disease and cancer. Each
receives the best, most effective
treatment, delivered with a level
of caring that you won’t find
anywhere else.

People from Maine and Northern New England
know there’s no better place for care, and many
travel great distances to be treated here. That
speaks volumes about our people.
Looking ahead, 2011 promises to be an exciting
year for MMC, and all of us. For example, you’ll
see an increase in our reporting of quality data.
In addition to strengthening our commitment to
transparency, reporting this data will help us focus
on patient care areas that we all impact, such as
practicing good hand hygiene, preventing falls,
or reducing MRSA transmissions. Stay tuned for
more about those important efforts.
I won’t venture to guess what the next 12 months
will bring (although I’m feeling good about the
Red Sox), but I’m certain that the team we have
here at the medical center is as good as any you’ll
find, and can tackle any challenge that comes our
way. I’m grateful and honored to work here with
each of you. As I’ve said many times before, our
people truly make the difference.
Best wishes to you and yours for a happy holiday
season, and a healthy new year.
Respectfully,

Richard W. Petersen
President and Chief Executive Officer

MMC Doctor Honored for Relief Efforts

Hector Tarraza, MD
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Hector Tarraza, MD, received the 2010 Hanley Center Honor for Exceptional
Leadership and Service in Medical and Humanitarian Relief. His nomination reads
in part, “Dr. Tarraza exemplifies the consummate humanitarian leader …
His leadership and partnership with medical leaders in developing countries has
helped improve the health status of innumerable communities … There isn’t a day
in his life that he is not doing something to help improve the lives of the poorest
people in the world … Dr. Tarraza epitomizes the finest in humanitarian work
through his leadership, role modeling, and caring.”
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Getting to know . . .
Bethany Winslow

Health Information
Management
Recognized for Savings
MMC’s Health Information
Management (HIM)
Department is one of just 39
health care organizations
in the nation honored
for achieving substantial
savings in medical
transcription costs.
Nuance, a provider of
speech and imaging
solutions, recognizes those
organizations that used its
products to save over
$1 million through
innovation and productivity.
MMC’s savings have reached
$5 million.

Position:
Major Gifts and Grants
Associate
Years at MMC:
5 in January
What does your job entail?
Mainly implementing the
hospital’s grants program. I
not only coordinate and write
proposals to grant makers
for potential funding, I help
maintain relationships with
foundations and provide
reports on how their gifts to the
hospital were used.
What people may not know:
I am a professional floral artist
and have been very honored
to win awards. Some of my
paintings have even been
licensed and sold as part
of products, such as address
books, pencils, and memo pads.

If I could have lunch with anyone,
it would be:
My paternal grandmother,
Madeline. She died when I was
only 5 but remarkably left very
strong images from the times
she spent caring for me. I’d like
to hear about her life directly
from her.
I love working at MMC because:
When I first began working
at MMC it was as a CNA
providing direct patient
care. I quickly came to
appreciate that it is no small
responsibility to contribute to
a person’s health, comfort, and
dignity. Whether at the bedside
or, now, supporting the mission
from my desk I am blessed
to be part of an organization
that takes that responsibility
seriously.
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Providers dictate reports
through a centralized
dictation system, and
then a recognition engine
creates and sends a draft
of the spoken text to the
transcriptionists for editing.
The Maine Medical Center
Transcription Services
team has pioneered the
use of Speech Recognition
technology since 2000. In
addition to the cost savings,
the effort has significantly
reduced turn-around times.
The average turn-around
time of more then 34,000
documents completed in
November was just over
11 hours; stat reports were
generally completed in less
than 30 minutes.
HIM’s Transcription team
serves more than 1,100
health care providers in
the region.
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MMC Researcher Key Player in
Vitamin D Discussions
Recommended levels of calcium and vitamin D for adults are too high and might
even be dangerous, according to a committee that includes Cliff Rosen, MD,
Senior Scientist at MMC’s Research Institute.
Dr. Rosen, considered a leading authority on vitamin D, has been quoted in
several publications, including The New York Times and Portland Press Herald.
The levels recommended generally require taking supplements. The committee
found adults generally receive enough vitamin D through sunlight and a regular
diet. Dr. Rosen told the Press Herald, “We found no evidence to support the
contention that more is better.”

It’s Easy to Be Green
Want to help MMC go green? Sign up for paperless direct deposit. Instead of a paper
“check” you’ll access your information online through Lawson Self Service. To sign
up, send your name and employee ID number to PayrollHelp@mmc.org.
And get a jump on your 2011 taxes by signing up for electronic W-2 forms. You’ll
receive the electronic version at least a week earlier than the traditional paper, and
some tax software programs, such as TurboTax and H&R Block, can import the
information directly from the electronic form. Look for instructions on NetNews
and in eNews.

Quilt Celebrates Nursing
PC3D’s Brenda Clark, RN, poses with the
“Magnet Quilt” created to represent all of
the medical center’s units, and to acknowledge
the excellent work accomplished by the
nursing family.
“The colors used were arranged in a rainbow
spectrum, arching up from bottom right to top
left,” says Clark. “I tried to match the border
colors to each picture. The pattern around the
border is an adaptation of the Flying Geese
Pattern which has a lot of movement. The
points reminded me of the MMC logo and also
of “M” for Magnet. I wanted the points to meet
in the center of each side to show a connection.
“The fabric used for the backing and as part of
the quilt’s boarder is a striped fabric that pulls
all the colors together, symbolizing the nurses’
unity.”
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Home Sweet Home for MaineHealth
MaineHealth President Bill Caron (left) cuts the ribbon at the organization’s new office at 110 Free Street
in Portland. Looking on are (left to right): Patrick Costin of Harriman Architects + Engineers, Portland
Mayor Nicholas Mavodones, and Dan Thornton from TD Bank.
MaineHealth, the state’s largest integrated health care delivery network, consolidated most of its
operations at the Free Street location last month. Previously, MaineHealth rented offices throughout
Portland. In addition to MaineHealth, the building houses Synernet, Maine Physician Hospital
Organization, and the Center for Tobacco Independence.

Hand Hygiene Rate
on Target
November’s overall hand hygiene rate for staff was 90
percent, meeting our hospital-wide goal. The visitors’
rate was 53 percent. Check posters on your unit for your
team’s score. Remember to wash or gel your hands when
entering and leaving a patient’s room.

Good hand hygiene is the number one way to prevent
the spread of infection from person to person or from
environment to person. At home, wash or gel before
eating or preparing food, after using the bathroom,
after handling money, before and after spending time
with someone who is ill, and whenever your hands
look dirty.
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The Most Wonderful Time of Year
Celebrating the holiday season has long been a tradition at MMC.
Here are a few of our favorite moments from this year’s festivities.
Best wishes to you and yours for a wonderful holiday season, and
a happy and healthy New Year.

Clinical Engineering’s Paul Labbe and R9’s Cathy Palleschi serve the
delicious desserts (apple crisp and blueberry cobbler) to R7’s Laurie Burton.
The holidays bring out the
best in everyone. Here,
NorDx employees Danyel
Pao and Sharon Simpson
are all smiles.
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Christine Bowden, Administrative Coordinator in
Safety, places an “ornament” on the team’s entry in
the Wall and Window Decorating contest.

Holly Lamontagne of Nutrition Services carries a
pan of Chicken Roulade with cranberry stuffing
from the kitchen during the Scarborough event.

Nutrition Services’ Katelyn Leahy wore her
traditional Santa hat.

Rosalie Blenkhorn of Dialysis looks festive as she
pauses for a photo.

R7’s Patrick Freeman provided festive
music for the Holiday Celebration.

Long-time Nutrition Services Manager John
Romano wore a different kind of Santa hat.
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People

Heidi Wierman, MD,
has been named Medical
Director of Geriatrics and
the Suzi Osher Chair of
Geriatrics. Dr. Wierman is
a graduate of the University
of Oregon and the Oregon
Health Sciences University.
Heidi Wierman, MD
She completed a residency
in Internal Medicine at
MMC and postgraduate fellowship training in
Geriatrics at the University of Rochester School of
Medicine. Dr. Wierman has become a local expert
on delirium and has led efforts at MMC to reduce
delirium in our geriatric population.
Lianna Doane has joined MMC as Development
Coordinator for the Maine Children’s Cancer
Program. Doane previously worked in Community
Relations at Anthem.
Kate Hawley, RD, presented a paper at the
American Dietetic Association’s Annual Conference.
Her presentation was
entitled “Registered Nurses
Recognize Registered
Dietitians as an Essential
Component to the
Successful Implementation
Kate Hawley, RD
of an Insulin Protocol.”
Alex Kappelman, PharmD, successfully passed the
Oncology Pharmacy Specialty Certification Exam.
Dr. Kappelman is now a Board Certified Oncology
Pharmacist (BCOP).
Rebecca Quirk, RN, has been elected Treasurer
of the American Nurses
Association- Maine
Chapter. Quirk works on
the inpatient unit of The
Barbara Bush Children’s
Hospital.

Brian Marden, PharmD, and Don Watson,
PharmD, were selected by statewide ballot to serve
as Maine’s American Society of Health-System
Pharmacists (ASHP) House of Delegates representatives. The two will represent Maine at the ASHP
Summer Meeting next June.
Ann Marie Fiore and
Kimara Jebb have joined
the Emergency Department
as Physician Assistants.
Madeleine Martindale, MD,
joined Maine Hospitalists
Service. A graduate of the
University of Rochester
Ann Marie Fiore
School of Medicine and
Dentistry, Dr. Martindale
recently practiced in community hospitals in
Washington and Alaska. She also served as a
physician in Nepal and Antarctica.
At Maine Medical Partners:
Emily Wood Demetriou,
MD, has joined the Endocrinology & Diabetes Center.

Emily Wood Demetriou,
MD

Genevieve Hall, MD, and
John Hall, MD, have joined
Maine Medical PartnersNeurosurgery & Spine

Geneviere Hall, MD

Kristen Sihler, MD, has
joined Trauma and Critical
Care.

Rebecca L. Quirk, RN

Deb Aylward, Clinical Nurse in the OR, earned
her BSN from Phoenix University. Aylward
recently celebrated her 25th anniversary at MMC.

Kristen Sihler, MD
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December Anniversaries

Elaine Duguay, 35 Years

40 Years
Linda Siddons, NICU
35 Years
Patricia Burnham, CICU
Elaine Duguay, R6
Jutta Nappi, Central Supply
Joanne Wheeler,
Pulmonary Medicine
30 Years
Constance Bond, NICU
Marie Hammond,
Environmental Services
Elaine Kerr,
Information Services
25 Years
Troy Clark, Psychiatry
Sylvia Harmon, Switchboard
Susan Martin, Purchasing
Pamela Perkins,
Nutrition Services
Marianne Tufts,
Operating Room
20 Years
Mary Bauer, Dialysis Nursing
Elaina Breunig, Radiology
Judy Elliott,
Telecommunications
Jenny Howitt, Employee Health
Sandra Kennedy,
Operating Room

Volkhard Lindner, 15 Years

Mary Layug,
Outpatient Registration
Denise Owen,
Volunteer Services
Jennifer Phillips, ASU
Karen Stone, Prenatal Center
Nancy Wyman, Dana Center
15 Years
Volkhard Lindner, MMCRI
Kevin Montminy,
Audit & Compliance
10 Years
Glenn Dash, Operating Room
Virginia Eddy, Surgery
Amanda Fenton, Pharmacy
Renee Gomm, Health 			
Information Management
Susan Kendrick, NICU
Amanda Labarre, Birth Center
Esther Maguire, Pre Admitting
Henry McCarvel,
Post Anesthesia Care
Monica Russo,
Maine Medical Partners
Scott Sawyer, Security
Charles Stokes,
Environmental Services
Dianne Thurston,
Gibson Pavilion
Debra Wilson, P3CD
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Amy Allard, Physical Therapy
Michael Beardsley,
Central Supply
Tashina Blanchard, ASU
Luci Casey, R7
William Connolly, ED Nursing
Danny Crockett,
Environmental Services
Edward Forsyth, Admitting
Emily Grinnell, R7
Sherry Johnson,
Geriatric Assessment
Cheryl Kirk, P6
Martha Lavertu, Turning Point
Safiyo Liban,
Environmental Services
John Maillet, Radiology
Amy Moore, Library
Brian Pride, Information Services
Andrew Primevara, MRI
Geraldine Rose, R7
Kimberly Sanborn, R7
Diane Stewart,
Building & Grounds
Jennifer Stratton, R7
Jeanne Subilia, R6
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Patient Care Corner
Note: Cindy Delano, RN, works on the inpatient unit of The Barbara Bush
Children’s Hospital. Her son Steve was treated at MMC for injuries sustained
in an automobile accident in May. Sadly, he passed away. Cindy asked if we
would extend her gratitude to the MMC community through the following
message.
I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my Maine Medical Center
family for all their caring and compassion while my son was a patient
and during the months following his tragic accident. I received numerous
cards, flowers, gifts, and donations from various people throughout the
hospital, including many who I’ve never met.
Justin Micheau (SCU nurse), my heartfelt thanks goes out to you for
being with Steve when I couldn’t be there during his heroic surgery. I
would also like to thank the members of the TIP (Trauma Intervention
Program) for all their help and support the night of the accident, with all
of the families involved, and especially Craig (TIP volunteer), for being
at my side and helping me to keep my thoughts straight that night.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank everyone for
the care given to Kevin Grondin, Steve’s best friend, during his inpatient stay and rehabilitation
following the accident.
I would truly like to thank the management team and my wonderful co-workers on The Barbara Bush
Inpatient unit. You guys are simply the best. There really are no words to describe how truly thankful I am
for everything you guys have done for me. You have been there with me from the onset and continue to
support me through my return to work. Thank you for the PTO hours graciously given during my leave
time. I look forward to getting back into my regularly scheduled hours and working along side each of you.

Cindy Delano is flanked by her son Steve (right) and his friend Kevin Grondin.
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Life is Like a Circus, Says Leadership
Academy Speaker
Remember going to the circus as a
child? According to the speaker at
September’s Leadership Academy,
we need to bring the circus into
our lives.
Jones Loflin, coauthor of the book, Juggling
Elephants, challenged participants at the session to
look at life and work as a circus, and apply simple
principles from the circus to improve leadership and
management skills — and to get their most critical
tasks accomplished. His key thoughts included:

• To sustain productivity, planned breaks are 		
		 critical. The circus has an intermission to give
		 the performers, ringmaster, and the audience
		 a chance to rest and refocus. You need those
		 same moments to recover from a busy 		
		 performance and to plan for your “next half.”
Loflin concluded his presentation by encouraging
the audience to create their own positive mental
pictures of how their circus would look if they
applied what they gained at the academy. Learn
more at www.jugglingelephants.com.

• Recognize that you can’t get it all done. When
		 you attempt to accomplish everything without
		 priorities, it can feel as though you’re trying to
		 juggle elephants — and that’s impossible.
• Be the ringmaster of your circus. Take 		
		 control of your time and energy to accomplish
		 what’s most important. Don’t allow other 		
		 people or circumstances to dictate your 		
		 schedule and priorities, especially if they might
		 not have a clear understanding of your 		
		 purpose.
• The key to a successful circus is having quality
		 acts in all three rings. If you don’t take care of
		 your “self ring” and “relationship ring” then 		
		 your “work ring” will suffer.
• If you add an “act” to your lineup, you should
		 take one out. What practices, processes, or 		
		 tasks could you delay, delegate, or delete 		
		 in order to focus on more critical tasks that 		
		 have a better return on investment?
• The relationship between the ringmaster and
		 the performers affects the quality of your
		 circus. You must find ways to more effectively
		 work with those around you if the most crucial
		 acts are to be accomplished. A one person 		
		 circus doesn’t last very long.
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2011 MMC
Holidays
New Year’s Day
Friday, December 31,
2010 (observed)

Looking Back . . .
Holiday Celebration, 1960

Presidents Day
Monday, February 21
Patriots Day
Monday, April 18
Memorial Day
Monday, May 30
Independence Day
Monday, July 4
Labor Day
Monday, September 5
Veterans Day
Friday, November 11
Thanksgiving Day
Thursday, November 24
Christmas Day
Monday, December 26
(observed)

Photo courtesy Maine Medical Center Archives

Complete with party hats and holiday spirit, crowds of MMC
employees gathered for their Christmas party in 1960. The main dining
room, located in Annex B, was decked out in candlelight with live greens
and chandeliers.
Then as now, members of management stood behind the serving
lines and dished up special holiday fare for the noon meal. During the
season, administrators, employees, and medical staff joined forces in the
annual Christmas theatrical production that included skits and musical
numbers.
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